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Rapidly deliver quality products in the cloud
Atlassian and AWS integrations elevate your DevOps workflows

Companies are under constant
pressure to deliver products more
quickly and reliably than ever before.
With tight integration between
Atlassian and AWS products, such
as Jira Service Desk and AWS
Service Catalog, Bitbucket and AWS
CodePipeline, and Opsgenie and
AWS CloudWatch, teams can easily
scale DevOps practices.
Learn more at
atlassian.com/partnerships/aws

Today, customers and employees have higher
expectations than ever for always-available
services. Jira Service Desk and AWS help ensure
that they have access to the right resources and
services at the right time.

AWS Service Catalog Integration
Users can request admin-approved AWS services
from Jira Service Desk without having to log in
to an AWS account. Despite rapidly changing
demands, IT teams can deliver excellent service
with quick apwprovals and central spot for service
requests. And, employees will get what they need
when they need it, and get back to work faster.
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Integrations between Opsgenie and AWS ensure that IT engineers and DevOps teams acknowledge and
resolve problems as quickly as possible by building best-in-class alerting, security, and
automation integrations.

AWS Security Hub Integration

AWS Systems Manager Integration

Opsgenie centralizes alerts from AWS Security
Hub, enabling on-call responders to quickly
resolve security alerts from AWS services,
including Amazon Guard Duty, Amazon Inspector,
Amazon Macie, and more.

Opsgenie’s AWS Systems Manager Channel
enables teams to execute any AWS automation
document directly from the Opsgenie
alerts screen.

AWS CloudFormation Integration
CloudFormation now extends Infrastructure
as Code (IaC) capabilities to host third-party
resources. With Opsgenie resources available
in AWS CloudFormation, you can now provision
resources on both the AWS environment and
your Opsgenie account, including the integrations
between the two.

AWS CloudWatch Integration
When an alarm sounds from AWS CloudWatch,
Opsgenie notifies the right person using
notification policies, routing rules, and on-call
schedules, ensuring critical alarms are
never missed.

Bitbucket and AWS integrations enable easy provisioning and deployment of the modern software pipeline.

AWS CodePipeline Integration

Amazon CodeGuru Reviewer

AWS CodePipeline now provides native integration
with your Git repositories stored in Atlassian
Bitbucket Cloud.

Improve code quality when you scan your pull
requests and get automated recommendations
from Amazon CodGuru Reviewer against your
source code in Atlassian Bitbucket Cloud.

AWS Services Integrations
Automate continuous integration and deployment
workflows from Bitbucket Cloud to AWS Services,
like Lambda, Elastic Beanstalk, S3, in a plug and
play fashion.

Learn more at
atlassian.com/partnerships/aws
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